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1. INTRODUCTION

The search for the dose-effect relationship began many years ago [1-8]. How-
ever, the problem of possible consequences of radiation exposure in humans,
particulary by low doses, is far from its decision [9]. The striking illustration of
undecision of the problem is two mutually exclusive predictions of consequences
of radiation exposure in humans in the Chernobyl accident [10,11]. One of them
prophesies about 300000 lethal outcomes from cancer in result of the Chernobyl
accident [ 10); the second informs about prevention of 20000 lethat outcomes from
cancer in Ihe ex-USSR republics [IIJ. Another illustration is connected with 1990
Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection
[12|. The ICRP has considered the dose limits insufficiently low and
recommended to reduce them, while a number of specialisis considers this
recommendation as unjustified and extravagant; furthermore the author [13] has
considered ICRP recommendation as speculative because of danger to the human
health. These two illustrations are consequence of that the authors of the
predictions, opinions and recommendations have used different dose-effect
relationships. In this connection a search of new more effective dose-effect
relationships may be justified and actual.

This article presents such new dose-stochastic radiobiological effect
relationship, demonstrated its possibility to Fit some of the most striking control
results and gives the estimation of radiation risk at the Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research based on the model Gf two defence reactions (TDR).

2. MODEL BASE

The main considerations and conditions, assumed as basis of the TDR model,
and formulas are following: 1) Radiobiological effects, which are the result of
random events, are examined; 2) Biological objects may be any capable of self-
defence organisms; 3) A defence system is realized in two types of organism
reaction (response), which determine innate (i and adaptive (J. radiosensitivities;

4) The significances of \i are determined by host (inner) factors, and the

significances of \i , by external factors; 5) The possibilities of adaptive reaction
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are determined by the coefficient of capabilities of defence system v; 6) An
ionizing radiation exposure decreases or increases the frequency F or probability
W of effect unsurely creating new species of it — radiation induced. The
considerations 3—6 need in argumentation, which partly may be adopted from the
published studies with cells [15,16] and partly may be supported in success fitting
of experimental results and control. For higher organisms it is determined that
response of immune system on the action of any dangerous factors sums up two
components — innate and adaptive, divided by some time interval [17].

3. FORMULAS OF TDA MODEL

We assume a function / as a basis of dose-effect relationship and define it
thus that the product (I — W ]f\s the probability to avoid stochastic effect at dose

exposure H; here W is the probability of the effect in control (probability of

spontaneous effect, back-ground). Then the probability of the effect is

W=l-(\-Wc)f. (1)

The excess of the effect above background is the difference of W and W :

W-Wc = (l-Wc)(l-fi. (2)

The relative risk (RR) is determined as a ratio

W 1 ~ (1 -

w
c cThe mean frequency of expected effect in accordance to [8] and (1) is

A function / is found by solving the following differential equations:

Here fn is the fraction avoided effect (lesion) of individuals because of the

innet defence reaction at radiosensitivity |i , / is the additional fraction avoided



effect of individuals because of the adaptive defence reaction at radiosensitivity
\i , and v is the coefficient of capability of a defence system. The solution is

received for two particular cases that may help to describe control results adduced
in part 4. In the first case significances of |A , \x , v are considered as independent

of- H, then the solutions are [14]

/ = exp H i //), (7)
ft ' ' n

fn exp H i

fa = T~Z7T 1CXP l~ViaH) - exp (-nn//)]. (8)

Total fraction avoided effect (lesion) of individual is considered as a sum of

vu
/ = exp (-nn//) + — ^ - [exp (-iiaft) - exp (~^//)]. (9)

In the second case, (i is considered as independent of H\ and pi and v, as

dependent on //, then the solution for/ is (7) and is described by Ihe equation

H H H

fa = exp (- j \i/H) [\in J [v exp (-H,//) exp ( J ^ / / / ) ]} (10)
0 0 0

In all cases the significances \i , (i , v have to satisfy the condition

The analysis (9) at the condition (II) shows the possibility of describing a
hormesis [11,18,19], as/may be more than 1, and IV < W at v > 1. At low doses,

when \i H « 1, we may get Eq.(12) if restrict the first two terms of expansion in

the row of exponents:

/ = l+M-n(v- \)H. (12)

Substituting this value/into (2), we have

AW = (1 - VVJ(1 - v)MnW (13)

and for derivative

= (1 - W.)(l - v)uf, . . (14)



Formula (13) shows that absolute excess of risk is straightly proportion to
dose at low-dose and above-mentioned conditions. In this case for the derivative
AW' ICRP lecomnnrids the name — «probability coefficient for stochastic
effects». From (14) one can see that the significances of AW may vary in a wide
range, that was noted in the study [9]. Negative significances AW and
AW'(v > 1) correspond to hormesis.

4. MODRL VERIFICATION

At present time, a verification of right and effectiveness of considerations,
assumed as the basis of the TDR model, may be only in an ability of fitting
different observed dose-effect relationships with the help of the formulas
presented in part 3. In the capacity observed quantities in the epidemiological
control, W and RR ave selected, furthermore / and F — in the experiments with
cells.

4.1. Epidemiological Results
The relative risk of cancer mortality for Japanese A-bomb survivors in

Horishima and Nagasaki is presented in Fig.l .
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Fig.l. Rf iv» risk RR of A-bomb survivors: a) mortality from leukaemia; b) mortality
from all in er other than leukaemia; •, A , o — epidemiologogica! studies results on all
of survivors (•[18], A [20]) and those who were less than 40 years old at the time of
bombing (o — 95% confidence interval [18]), TDR model result

The TDR model results are obtained by formula (3); which parameters have
been determined at the consent condition of calculation and control results; they
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Fig.2. Lung cancer mortality W vs. radon level (r0 — 37 Bq m3; WLM —

0.5 cSv): • — in homes (Cohen B.L., 1995, from Ref.[13j); o — in mines
(ICRP, 1993, from Ref.[l3]); fit to data of TOR model

are: \ln = 0.66 Sv l, \ig =s 1.022 Sv~\ v = 0.95 to solid cancer and ]in = 0.4 Sv~\

Ha = 0.16Sv~\ v = 1.02072 to leukaemia. The significances W are assumed

equal to 0.2 to solid cancer [20] and 0.0018 to leukaemia [18].
Figure 2 shows lung cancer mortality as function of radon level for two

cohorts of human: the underground miners and the dwellers of the USA counties.
An effective dose H£ of the dwellers is a cumulative dose over lifetime; an

exposure of the miners at 1 WLM approximately creates the effective dose
0.5 cSv [13]. The TDR model results are calculated under the next conditions:
W= VV/70, where 70 is the lifetime significance, and IV is calculated in accord-
ance with (1) at Wc = 0.0056 [9,12,20]; the lower curve is calculated at

|ifl = 1 Sv"1, | ia = 0.5Sv~', v=1 .22 , and the upper curve is calculated at

\in = 1 Sv"1, \ia = 0.644 Sv"1, v = 0.98. The significances of parameters reflect

such a fact that the capability of the miners defence (immune) system is lower
than the dwellers ones. Apparently it is connected with additional danger factors
of miners. The epidemiological results of the lung cancer of Swedish dwellers
without a hormesis are presented in [11].

4.2. Experimental Results with Mammalian Cells
Figure 3 presents the dicentric frequency in human lymphocytes as function

of photon dose. The data points are displayed according to the experimental
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Fig.3. Dicentric yield as a function of a photon dose: o, • , A , o —
experimental results; fit to the data of TDR model; — • .• ,

fit to the data of linear-quadratic model
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Fig.4. Survival of cell line HT29: data points are mean ± standard error;
— linear-quadratic model; induced repair model fit; - - -

— TDR model fit
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Fig.5. Survival of spermatogonia type B of mice aftc* irradiation at peak do.-»c in stooped
negative pion, neutron and photon beams: data point — experiment, solid line — TDR
mode! fit

results of the next studies [22—25]. The extremum of experimental results is
described better by TDR model, as can be seen in Fig.3; the values of TDR model

parameters calculated with formula (4) are: \in = 100 Gy"1, ^ - O . l G y " 1 ,

v = 1.00193.

Figure 4 shows the survival of human cell line HT29: the data points are
experimental results [26], the curves — the fitting of defferent models to the data.
The values of TDR model parameter fitting (formulas (7) and (10)) are:

- I ..-I.Hn = 0.625 Gy , \1Q = 0.606 Gy ; the values of v are changed from 0 to 1.1 close

for the dose of 0.15 in accordance to sigmoid shape of curve. It can mean the
putting into operation of adaptive reaction close to dose 0.15 Gy"1. Such
phenomenon was observed earlier (see, for example, [27]). At the doses <1 Gy the
linear-quadratic model substantially underpredicts the effect of X rays.

The survival spermatogonia type B of mice after exposure with different types
of radiation [28] is shown in Fig.5. The mice were irradiated using Pu-Be
neutrons, 14-MeV neutrons and high-energy neutrons up to 600-MeV (data points
are not indicated in Fig.5). The parameter significances of TDK model fitting



(formula (9)) are: \in = 10 Gy ', for all types of radiation, \lQ = 6.25 Gy \

v = 0.9 (photons), |i = 50 Gy"1, v = -0.9 (pions) and V = 0 (neutrons). Negative

value of v indicates apparently that the cell defence systems are suppressed by the
action of pion nuclear reaction products.

5. APPROXIMATION OF THE RESULTS TO RISK ESTIMATION

The presented and verified TDR model for describing dose-stochastic
relationship permits one to realize the estimations of radiation risk R at determined
significances \i , (i , v for human cohorts with known dose distributions. For the

simplest case R is estimated as a product of derivative of effect probability
W' (or AW) at dose H on its signification

R = WH. (15)

For the cohort NQ of individuals with dose distribution dN/dH the risk is
H

m

R= J W'H^dH, (16)
o

where H is the maximum dose of the distribution. At low doses in accordance
m

with (13) risk is a product of probability coefficient for stochastic effect (W) on
H:

R = (\-Wi)(l-v)\inH. (17)

The application of the presented TDR model and formulas is illustrated by
some examples.

5.1. Comparison of Probability Coefficient of Cancer Mortality W 'm

The most important result of epidemiological control of human exposure is
the estimation of W' , which is based on extrapolation of risk from high to low

doses studies. Such extrapolation on the base of TDR model formulas and the
parameters of part 4.1 gives the following.

5././, O mpaiison Results of W' on Base of Cancer Mortality of Japanese

A-Bomb Survivors. The values of W' for lifetime risk are:
m

Solid cancer (without leukaemia)
— according with (14) at IV = 0.2 j y = 2.6 10~2 Sv~l,
— according with ICRP [12] H" = 4.5-I(T2 Sv~'.



All cancer

— according with (14) W' = 1.8-1O""2 Sv~'

— according with ICRP [12] w> _ 4.5.io~2 Sv~'.

5.1.2. Comparison Results of W' on Base of Lung Cancer Mortality of

Underground Miners. The values of W without correction for lifetime risk are:

— according with (14) y^> _ \<).\Q~2 Sv"1

— according with linear model yy = \$.\{f2 Sv~'.

5.2. Estimation of Radiation Risk at JINR
The estimation of risk significance is calculated in accordance with (16). The

dose distribution of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) staff is
presented in [29] as typical for the last ten years. The relationship W as function
H is found on the base of (1), (9) and 5.1.1 for workers. The calculation result
gives the next value of radiation risk level R of 2.500 workers of JINR using
radiation sources:

H

i-j • dN
W'H~ = 0.\ cancer death/yr.

0 dH

This value is more than 30% as compared with a product of collective dose
per year of JINR workers (5 Sv/yr) on W calculated with (13). The risk
calculation on base quantity W recommended by ICRP [12] gives its value 0.2
cancer deat per year, that exceeds twice the risk value of TDR model.
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Комочков М.М. ' Е19-97-269
Зависимость доза—стохастический радиобиологический эффект
в модели двух реакций и оценка радиационного риска

Разработана модель зависимости доза—стохастический эффект для
биологических систем, способных к самозащите при действии на них опасных
факторов. Защитная система реализуется в двух формах реакции организма,
которые определяют врожденную ил и адаптивную |ifl'радиочувствительности.

(1 определяются факторами хозяина (внутренними факторами), а

значения |i — внешними факторами. Возможности адаптивной реакции опре-

лости резерва :
зависимости доза—эффект являются решениями дифференциальных уравнений
предполагаемого процесса защитной системы организма. Модель и
проверены как на клеточном, так и на человеческом уровнях. На основе i
и данных индивидуального контроля выполнена оценка радиационного риска в
Объединенном института ядерных исследований.

Работа выполнена в Отделении радиационных и радиобиологических иссле-
ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных'исследований. Дубна, 1997

Komochkov М.М. Е19-97-269
Dose-Stochastic Radiobiological Effect Relationship in Model
of Two Reactions and Estimation of Radiation Risk

The model of dose-stochastic effect relationship for biological systems capable
of self-defence under danger factor effect is developed. A defence system is realized,
in two forms of organism reaction, which determine innate цп and adaptive ]Xa

radiosensitivities. The significances of u. are determined by host (inner) factors;

and the significances of Ца, by external factors. The possibilities'of adaptive reaction

are determined by the coefficient of capabilities of the defence system. The formulas
of the dose-effect relationship are the solutions of differential equations of assumed
process in the defence system of organism. The model and formulas have been
checked both at cell and at human levels. Based' on the model and personal
monitoring data, the estimation of radiation risk at the Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research is done. .

The investigation has been performed at the Division of Radiation and
Radiobiological Research, JINR.,

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1997
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